Your Name:
Your Club:
Your Red Award Lecturer’s Name:
READ ALL QUESTIONS CAREFULLY AND PRINT ANSWERS CLEARLY
Q.1

(5 marks)

On the court, write in the names of the court areas, using those listed below:
Sideline

Goal Line

Goal Circle

Centre Third

Q.2

Goal Third

(2 marks)

What should an umpire wear, when umpiring?
(a)
(b)
Q.3

(1 mark)

What is the maximum number of players a team is allowed to have on court?
Q.4

(1 mark)

What is the minimum number of players a team needs to begin a game?
Q.5

(1 mark)

If you penalise the GK for Contact on the GS in the Goal Circle, who should be able to hear
your decision?

(……..../10 marks)
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Q.6

(3 marks)

Please circle 3 important items the umpire needs to control the game?
Lollipop

Rule Book

I-Pod

Whistle

Mobile Phone

Elastic Band/Ring

Friend to talk to whilst umpiring

Q.7

(4 marks)

List 4 actions an umpire should do before the start of the game?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Q.8

(4 marks)

List 4 occasions when an umpire should blow her whistle?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Q.9

(1 mark)

How many substitutes may be used during a game?
Q.10

(2 marks)

When may players be substituted?
(a)
(b)
Q.11

(1 mark)

If a player is taken off and replaced at any time during the game, are they
allowed back on court to play again?

Q.12

(1 mark)

May a player deliberately fall on the ball to gain possession of it?

(……..../16 marks)
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Q.13

(5 marks)

Using the court below
Umpire B

South
End

(a) shade the part of the Court that Umpire A controls
(b) draw a line along the Sideline that Umpire A controls (ie makes Throw In decisions)
(c) draw a line along the Goal Line that Umpire A controls (ie makes Throw In decisions)
(d) using a X indicate where Umpire B stands for a Centre Pass to start and restart the game
(e) using a Y indicate where Umpire B stands when signalling a Goal has been scored

Q.14

(5 marks)

Study the Court above and answer the questions which follow.
(a) Team Red have the first Centre Pass and are going towards North End.
Which umpire blows the whistle for the start of the game? ………...
(b) Team Red fail to score, Team Blue intercepts the ball and they score at the
South end.
Which umpire blows the whistle for the next Centre Pass?

………...

(c) Team Red have the first Centre Pass after quarter time and are going towards
the South End.
Which Umpire blows the whistle to start the second quarter?

………...

(d) Team Blue score a goal in the North End from their Centre Pass.
Who gets the next Centre Pass? ………...
Which Umpire blows the whistle? ………...
(……..../10 marks)
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Q.15

(2 marks)

At a Throw In, what must the Umpire check as the player throws the ball?
(a)
(b)
Q.16

(1 mark)

When is a goal scored?

Q.17

(5 marks)

The Penalties awarded for infringing (i.e. breaking the rules) are FREE PASS, PENALTY PASS,
PENALTY PASS OR SHOT, THROW IN and TOSS UP. What penalty would you award for the
following infringements?
(a) Stepping in the Goal Circle?
(b) Simultaneous Contact?
(c) Obstruction by GK in the Goal Circle?
(d) Contact by WA in the Centre Third?
(e) Ball bounces out of Court?
Q.18

(1 mark)

Would you allow the GS to regain possession of the ball if it has NOT touched
the Goal Ring or the Goal Post?
Why?
Q.19

(2 marks)

Both the GS and GK, in possession of the ball, go offside at the same time into the Centre Third?

What would the Umpire’s decision be?
Where would the penalty be given?
Q.20

(1 mark)

Is the statement below correct?
For a Toss Up the Umpires shall release the ball midway between the two players
from just below the shoulder level of the shorter player’s normal standing position.
Momentarily, the Umpire shall be stationary and shall hold the ball in the palm of one
hand and shall flick the ball vertically not more than 600mm (2 feet) in the air as the
whistle is blown?
(……..../10 marks
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Q.21

(1 mark)

If the GS or GA wins the ball at a Toss Up in the Goal Circle,
could she then shoot for goal?
Q.22

(2 marks)

Use YES or NO to indicate whether STEPPING has occurred.
(a) The Goal Defence lands on her RIGHT foot, jumps onto her LEFT foot and
regrounds her RIGHT foot before releasing the ball?
(b) The Wing Attack lands on BOTH FEET simultaneously, then lifts and regrounds
her LEFT foot before releasing the ball?
Q.23

(1 mark)

When should the umpire begin timing for Held Ball?

Q.24

(1 mark)

Can a player HOLD the ball for 3 seconds before throwing it?
Q.25

(1 mark)

What does Obstruction mean?

Q.26

(1 mark)

What is the penalty for obstruction if it occurs outside the goal circle?

Q.27

(3 marks)

Please read and answer questions about OBSTRUCTION.
(a) A players catches the ball and lands on their LEFT foot and then places their
Right Foot in front of their LEFT foot. The opposing player’s NEARER foot is
90cm from the LEFT foot when this player raises her arms to defend the ball.
Is this player Obstructing?
(b) A player catches the ball and lands on BOTH feet at the same time. An opposing
player standing within the distance of 90cm raises their arms to defend the ball.
Is this player Obstructing?
(c) A player catches the ball and lands on their LEFT foot and then steps back on
their RIGHT foot and lifts the LEFT foot off the ground. An opposing player
places their nearer foot 90cm from the RIGHT foot.
Is this player Obstructing?
Why?
(……..../10 marks)
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Q.28

(16 marks)

Circle the area/s where each player is allowed to enter?
GS is allowed in

Goal Circle

Goal Third

Centre Third

GA is allowed in

Goal Circle

Goal Third

Centre Third

WA is allowed in

Goal Circle

Goal Third

Centre Third

C is allowed in

Goal Circle

Goal Third

Centre Third

WD is allowed in

Goal Circle

Goal Third

Centre Third

GD is allowed in

Goal Circle

Goal Third

Centre Third

GK is allowed in

Goal Circle

Goal Third

Centre Third

Q.29

(1 mark)

Where must the Attacking C stand to take the Centre Pass?

Q.30

(1 mark)

Where must the Defending C be when the Centre Pass is being taken?
Q.31

(15 marks)

Write the correct penalty the umpire would award for the following infringements? Use the
following terminology: Free Pass, Penalty Pass, Penalty Pass or Shot, Toss Up, Throw In.
(a) Stepping
(b) Contact by a Defender inside the Goal Circle
(c) Obstruction outside the Goal Circle
(d) An untouched Centre Pass
(e) Obstruction by an Attacker inside the Goal Circle
(f) Held Ball
(g) Replayed Ball
(h) Contact outside the Goal Circle
(i) Short Pass
(j) Obstruction by a Defender inside the Goal Circle
(k) Contact by an Attacker inside the Goal Circle
(l) Offside
(m) Over a Third
(n) Simultaneous Contact
(o) Deliberately falling on the ball

(…..…../33 marks)
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Q.32

(1 mark)

May players wear any jewellery on court, other than a taped wedding ring
and/or medical alert?
Q.33

(1 mark)

Write the correct word which describes the correct nail length?
Length of players nails must be kept - long - medium - short
Q.34

(2 marks)

What would be the Umpire’s decision if a defender placed a hand on the ball held by a GS
in the Goal Circle?
Infringement would be:
Penalty would be:
Q.35

(2 marks)

In her effort to run into the Goal Circle, the GA pushes the GD out of the way.
What would the umpire do?
Infringement would be:
Penalty would be:
Q.36

(1 mark)

If the defender is defending at the correct distance and the attacking player,
with the ball, steps forward into the defender, would the umpire penalise the
defending player for obstruction? Answer Yes or No.
Why?

Q.37

(1 mark)

If the player taking the THROW IN breaks a rule, a

is awarded to

the opposing team.
Q.38

(1 mark)

Is a player out of court, if her foot is ON the line but not OVER the line bounding
the sideline?
(………./9 marks)

CONGRATULATIONS,
YOUR TOTAL ASSESSMENT MARK IS

/100
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